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Panchayats and Interest Groups 
Study of a Bengal Village 

Ranjit Chaudhuri 
Some Significant changes in group behaviour and inter-group relations are slowly becoming evident as a result of 

Panchayafi Raj. 
The anomaly of social inequality co-existing with political equality has accentuated tensions in village society. Out 

of this process a new alignment of social forces is emerging. 
One of the characteristic features of the new shape of group relations is the formation of a 'village elite'. 
Previously the elite came from the upper castes exclusively. Now it is more widely diffused. All interest groups in 

the village have begun to exert pressure for advancement. They do this through their own leaders. These group lead-
ers are coming to constitute the 'village elite'. 

THE Panchayat's function being es-
sentially one of broadening the 

basis of democracy, its evaluation 
should be in the light of new relation
ships that emerge in the village. The 
Panchayat functions among many groups 
which represent different interests, acti
vities, etc. A village is made up of dif
ferent groups which are identified by 
their distinct purposes interests and 
activities. These groups can be called 
interest groups. '"Interest groups arise", 
as J H Kolb and E Brunner observe, 
"out of likenesses and differences in 
age, sex, occupation, tradition, experi
ence, choice, propensity, intent, and so 
on" and "They can be considered in 
terms of the purposes of functions they 
seek to serve or the kind of forms or 
structures they assume" ("The Study of 
Rural Society"). 

Hariharpur 
In order to understand the complex 

forces and interactions of interests in 
the village society it is very important 
to consider the interest groups. For 
these groups ultimately generate pres-
sures for privilege and group benefit. 

The people of Hariharpur village are 
divided into many such interest groups. 
The total population of the village is 
939, the number of men and women 
being 485 and 454, respectively. The 
division of population into male and fe
male is important not only from the 
point of sex but also from the view 
point of occupation. The women of the 
village do not have any occupation ex
cept household work. So they can be 
represented as a distinct interest group. 
They have separate problems. The Mani
la Samity of Hariharpur is the organi
sation of this particular interest group. 
The Mahila Samity lays stress on self-
dependence by women. The Samity 
opens a window for those who want 
to work outside the home. The Samity 
has a committee consisting of twelve 
members. A l l the members are women. 
It has three hand-looms, runs a tailor

ing department, and gives training in 
tailoring and weaving. Several hand
made products are produced here. The 
only organisation of women, the Mahi
la Samity, therefore, represents the dis
tinct interests of women in the village 
of Hariharpur. 

The male members of the village re
present a separate interest group. The 
male population has a distinct occupa
tion structure. They share different at
titudes and values. This group can be 
divided into two sections—the old and 
the young. For these two sections are 
quite distinct by their attitudes and 
value-systems. To take one example, 
the older group believes that women 
should be confined to household acti
vities whereas the younger group feels 
that women should take part in differ
ent welfare activities of the village 
along with the men. However, the 
character and form of the village socie
ty depend on the emerging pattern of 
social values which ultimately give 
shape to the social institutions. 

Caste Composition 
To go to the root of group structure, 

the primary group in all societies is the 
family. The basis of all social forces 
lies ultimately in the socio-economic 
basis of the family. Families stand in 
a series of social relationships with one 
another. The families can be divided 
into different caste-groups. The caste-
groups have a hierarchy of status. The 
following table would show the num
ber of families in each caste-group: 

Brahmin 31 
Kayastha 56 
Vaidya 1 
Chitrakar 14 
Scheduled Castes 36 
Muslim 24 

Each caste-group with a number of 
families acts as a separate interest 
group. For each caste-group is a social 
and cultural entity. Any person of a 
caste-group who takes part in village 

welfare activity becomes gradually a 
leader in the village. Different institu
tions now established in the village 
have provisions for inclusion of all sec
tions of the people. Care is particular
ly taken not to deny any caste-group 
its proper representation. So all the ac
tive members of different castes find 
place in different village bodies. Here 
a paradox becomes apparent. For the 
Panchayat is based on adult franchise, 
as such its basis is the individual; but 
in practice its composition is influenced 
by the caste factor. Caste factions wil l 
continue to play an important role in 
village panchayats for a considerable 
period of time. 

Two Families Dominant 
But the effectiveness of a leader does 

not depend only on his caste affiliation, 
ft depends on a complex of many fac
tors, e g, wealth, education, political 
alignment, access to higher officials and 
political leaders, etc. In fact, as a re
sult of the interplay of these factors at 
least two upper caste families are be
coming quite dominant in the village 
—one a Brahmin family and another a 
Kayastha family. 

The Brahmin family is becoming in
fluential because four persons of this 
family are very active in the social 
and political spheres. The Anchal Pra-
dhan comes from this family. A pro
minent member of the Gram Pancha
yat is his brother whose son again is 
one of the two Deputy Chairmen of 
Hariharpur Anchal Service Co-operative. 
His younger brother is also a member 
of the Board of Directors of the Co
operative. 

The Kayastha family in the same way 
enjoys a very important status. A 
member of this family is Secretary of 
the Co-operative. He is one of the two 
graduates of the village. One of his 
brothers is a prominent member of the 
Gram Panchayat and the third is Secre
tary of the Jagrity Sangha. His father 
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was the founder-Secretary of this San-
gha. 

These two families are upper caste 
families. The upper caste families en
joy the highest prestige and power be
cause ' of their initial advantage of 
wealth, education and culture. In this 
regard a voluntary association also has 
played a very important role. The lead
ers of this voluntary association were 
supplied from the higher caste and 
through the influence of this association 
they sustained their position in the 
village. This voluntary association, 
Jagriti Sangha, was formed in the year 
1948. The history of the Jagrity San
gha throws much light on the process 
of social development of the village. 

Before the Jagrity Sangha was form
ed the village was divided between dif
ferent caste-groups, each caste-group 
occupying a geographical area called 
"para"—such as, Brahmin para, Kayas-
tha para, Mondal para, etc. These 
paras were often engaged in quarrels 
among themselves. Sometimes they 
would even cease to be on speaking 
terms with each other. The result was 
that the people as a whole never made 
any concerted effort for village welfare. 
The condition of village roads was mis
erable. There was not a single road in 
the village usable during the monsoon. 
No effort was made by the villagers to 
arrange for vaccination, inoculation, 
etc. And there was absolutely no pro
vision for sports or outdoor games for 
the young boys. 

A Voluntary Organisation 

This predicament of the village end
ed when the younger group in the vil
lage boldly came forward to form a 
sporting club for themselves. The idea 
was approved later by the village eld
ers and the Jagrity Sangha was formed. 
It was the only organisation at that 
time in the village. The statutory 
bodies had not been formed. The San
gha not only united the younger sec
tion of the village and arranged for 
sports and games, it also devoted itself 
to the task of road construction, hold
ing night classes for the children as 
well as for the adults of the peasantry. 
It started a library. Now and then it 
has been trying to make the villagers 
conscious of the activities of Govern
ment. Staging dramas and theatrical 
performances constitute the other side 
of its activities. In short, Jagrity San
gha is the life-centre of the village. 
People's response was spontaneous. It 
could fulf i l l more or less all the needs 
of the villagers. 

As a result, the leadership of the 

village came from the founders of the 
Jagrity Sangha. Gradually these leaders 
moved into wider fields of social and 
political activities. As a first step to rise 
to fame and prominence they establish
ed relations with the most influential 
person of the locality. It was Dada Sa-
heb. Dada Saheb was influential in the 
Congress as well as in the State Govern
ment. He was made President of the 
Jagrity Sangha. So a close connection 
with Dada Saheb helped its founders 
to find access to the higher echelons 
of the ruling party and the Govern
ment. 

In view of the fact that whatever 
development has taken place in this 
locality has been due to the connection 
of Dada Saheb with it, the area has 
remained one of the strongholds of the 
Congress. No other party has been able 
to make a dent into the locality as yet. 
So it is not easy for a person having 
loyalty to any other party to hold any 
important post in any institution. 

One salutory effect of this has been 
that unity and concord has been esta
blished quite easily. Dada Saheb with 
the help of other influential persons 
of the locality very successfully orga
nised a co-operative in the locality— 
Hariharpur Anchal Service Co-opera
tive Ltd. At present it has 800 mem
bers. The Co-operative deals in diffe
rent goods consumed by the villagers, 
administers the modified rationing and 
gratuity relief systems, markets agricul
tural products, organises savings and 
credit, supplies husking machines, 
manure, insecticide, sprayer, dusier etc. 
Dada Saheb was the first Chairman of 
this Co-operative. The present secre
tary, a Kayastha by caste, and one of 
the two deputy chairmen, a Brahmin, 
belong to Hariharpur. 

Impact of Panchayat 

Although much importance has been 
laid on the Panchayat, the co-operative 
because it directly bestows benefits on 
the people, is more popular than the 
Panchayat and the office bearers of the 
co-operative command more respect 
from the people. The co-operative is a 
non-political organisation, but as its 
office-holders are involved in politics, 
the co-operative exerts considerable 
political influence also. The people who 
are members of the Co-operative and 
directly receive benefits from it are 
generally with the persons occupying 
leading positions in the Co-operative. 
The directors quite obviously utilise, 
when necessary, their office and influ
ence for political ends. 

Moreover, the interactions and inter

relations which different institutions 
enter into are marked by political moti
vation. This would be clearly revealed 
in the case of the South 24-Paraganas 
Sports Association. As all the sporting 
clubs of the entire region are affiliated 
to this Association, it exercises some 
influence on the younger section. So, 
although the primary function of the 
Association is to organise sports and 
games the office bearers are no less 
guided by considerations of political 
gain and loss. In the emerging political 
society there is a strong tendency to 
institute all activities with political in
terest. The institutions of decentralized 
government at the village level reflec-
and respond to this politicisation. 

The Panchayat has not yet acquired 
any great importance, for it does not 
perform any vital function. The West 
Bengal Panchayat Act requires the 
Panchayat to look after sanitation and 
drainage, supply of drinking water, 
construction and maintenance of pub
lic streets, etc. There are some other 
functions to be performed by the Pan
chayat only when asked to do so by the 
State Government, such as, administra
tion of primary and technical educa
tion, health centres and irrigation, sink
ing of wells, promotion of co-operative 
movement and cottage industries, etc. 
The latter functions have not been yet 
delegated to the Panchayat. The finan
cial resources of Panchayat are also 
so meagre that it can undertake no 
work of importance. 

New Tensions 
The result is that although the Pan

chayat generates in the people a han
kering for power, it is totally ineffec
tive in satisfying it. This process creates 
frustration among the rising elite of 
the village. This paves the way for the 
political partys' capture of the imagi
nation of these people. In a politicised 
society, a person occupying some posi
tion in the power hierarchy is accord
ed a high status. 

Here the changing pattern of inter
personal relations is perceptible. At the 
same time village institutions are be
coming more and more formalised and 
assuming an increasingly bureaucratic 
character. In the institutions a set of 
rules and regulations specifying the 
conduct of members vis-a-vis other 
members have formed the basis of inter-
personal relations. Inter-personal com
munications and relations are becoming 
gradually depersonalized. This is a cha
racteristic feature of a bureaucracy. As 
the impersonal forces in the social pro
cess are becoming evident, gradually 
the Panchayat which is based on a set 
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of formal rules and regulations engages 
itself in articulating the needs of the 
village in the manner prescribed in the 
Rules. This type of formalism may be-
come a great handicap, for it may pre
vent the emergence of a real "consocia. 
tion of human beings", in Bubers 
phrase. 

Because of the bureaucratic function. 
ing of the Panchayat, its local and de
centralized character has been greatly 
compromised. The Panchayat is func
tioning to-day as a mere adjunct to the 
administrative machinery of the State 
Government. It rather enables the 
State to spread its tentacles to the heart 
of the village and thus bring the en
tire society within the ambit of its 
formalised power-structure. The poli
cies and programmes are decided at 
the State level and the Panchayat is 
required to merely execute the limited 
tasks assigned to it by the State Gov 
eminent. As a result the principles of 
decentralisation are receding into the 
background. Decentralisation h e r e 
comes to mean only the delegation of 
power to a locally constituted body. 

Changes in Group Behaviour 
Consequently the Panchayat remains 

feeble. It is not an adequate agency for 
articulating the real needs and aspira 
tions of the village. In Hariharpur when 
the Panchayat was not formed, the 
Jagrity Sangha as a voluntary associas 
tion used to do welfare work. But now 
there is some covert competition bet
ween the Jagrity Sangha and the Pan
chayat. The importance of the Jagrity 
Sangha is fading day by day. The night 
school started by it has long closed 
down. Road construction now being the 
responsibility of the Panchayat has gone 
out of the sphere of activity of the 
Jagrity Sangha. Spontaneity has, thus, 
disappeared and formalism has been 
introduced. 

With the introduction of the Pan-
chayat some changes in group behavi
our have also come to the surface. The 
formal recognition of equal status of 
all persons in the village is very signi
ficant in this respect. As a consequence, 
the anomaly of social inequality co
existing with political equality eventual
ly leads to social tension in the form 
of group rivalry, competition and con
flict, and thus, in the process, a new 
kind of realignment of social forces is 
likely to emerge. Evidently this change 
would come from within the village 
society and not from without. 

One of the characteristic features of 
this new form of group relation is to 
be found in the formation of a village 

'elite.' Previously the elite was con
fined to the upper castes. Now it is 
more widely diffused in the society. 
Although the key posts are still held 
by the upper caste people, this is due 
to the initial advantage of these castes. 
Gradually all the groups in the village 
exert pressure for advancement. They 
do it through their group leaders. These 
group leaders become gradually the 
elite of the village. Thus the Panchayar 

opens the door to vertical social mobi
lity. 

The Panchayat in the olden times was 
not a political institution. It was a 
social institution of the village. A l 
though the present Panchayat is a poli
tical institution deliberately created by 
legislative and executive action, its effi
ciency would depend on its transcend
ing its present role and transforming 
itself into a vital social institution. 
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